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DECLARATION OF AHMAD HAMIDI

1
2

I, Ahmad Z. Hamidi, do declare as follows:

3

1.

I give this declaration in support of Plaintiff City of Laguna Hills’ Application for an

4

Order to Show Cause and Temporary Restraining Order. I have personal knowledge of the facts set

5

forth herein. If called as a witness in this matter, I could and would testify competently thereto.

6
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2.

I have been performing security risk assessment and security needs analysis for more

7

than 20 years. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is my resume which truthfully states my experience in

8

the security risk assessment and security needs business. I am currently the CEO and Senior Vice

9

President of Marketing and Communications for Secure Guard Services with oversight

10

responsibilities for among other areas, the company’s Covid 19 Response Team, and developing

11

site security plans, procedures & guidelines. In my capacity as CEO and Senior Vice President I

12

am required to keep abreast of the market for guard services, and how various guard services

13

companies operate within that market. I have many years of firsthand experience providing risk

14

assessments and security in environments where transients and persons with special needs and

15

addictions exist. I have many years of observing, and interacting with transients and persons with

16

special needs and addictions. Based upon my years of experience I testify to the following.

17

3.

Background

18

I have been retained by the City of Laguna Hills to provide an analysis of the current safety

19

and security plan proposed for the Laguna Hills site of Project Room Key. The proposed site is the

20

Laguna Hills Inn at the Irvine Spectrum located at 23061 Avenida De La Carlota, Laguna Hills Ca

21

92653. For my analysis I have been provided and have read materials from the Illumination

22

Foundation describing its plans for operating a shelter for homeless individuals who have tested

23

positive with the Covid 19 virus at the Laguna Hills Inn located at 23061 Avenida de la Carlota,

24

Laguna Hills,

25

Expectations User Agreement” to be signed by all persons before they are allowed to enter the

26

shelter, a hotel “fact sheet” and a Project Roomkey “fact sheet”. I am familiar with the location of

27

the Laguna Hills Inn, and have received reports from members of my team who have inspected the

28

premises and the surrounding neighborhood prior to preparing my declaration and report. I have

California. These include post orders, an agreement labeled “ Participant

2
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1

firsthand experience that the 5 Freeway is a major traffic corridor, and that the exit ramp to Avenida

2

de la Carlota where the hotel is located is heavily used by vehicles and pedestrians.

3

Based upon the information provided, I am aware that the County has contracted a homeless

4

shelter operator by the name of Illumination Foundation to manage and operate this site for an

5

estimated duration of 3 months. The Illumination Foundation has retained the services of Private

6

Patrol Operator named Protection America (Operating out of Granada Hills Ca) to provide a Safety

7

& Security Plan to ensure that the site is secure, and safety of the staff, guests, and local community

8

is protected. I have analyzed and assessed the proposed Safety & Security Plan against standard

9

industry operating procedures along with assessing the plan with the current COVID-19 security

10

environment. Based upon my review and analysis of the information I have received, and what

11

I know and have observed of the building location, it is my professional opinion that this site

12

SHOULD NOT be considered or used to shelter transient individuals sick with the Corona

13

Covid 19 virus. The planned security for the site is inadequate, and unnecessarily exposes

14

individuals outside of the building site to extreme risk of becoming infected. The planned

15

security also is completely inadequate to protect guards, vendors, staff, nurses, and first

16

responders from becoming infected with the Corona Covid 19 virus from the transient sick

17

individuals who will be residing at the shelter.

18

4.

Outsourced Physical Security Service is a 23 billion dollar a year industry with over

19

8,000 companies operating throughout the United States. More than 50% of the marketplace is

20

operated by the top 3 companies (Allied Universal, Securitas, & G4S). Companies usually fall under

21

these classifications:

22

National Companies - Operating in all Major Metropolitan areas of the United States.

23

Regional Companies - Operating in one state or a part of a large state

24

Mom & Pop Companies - Smaller companies with limited capacity, experience, and industry

25

knowledge.

26

In the current marketplace Guard Service Providers have many tools at their disposal to

27

implement effective and transparent site security plans. Each company derives its own mix of

28

systems backed by the latest technology, operational guidelines and procedures, and personnel to

3
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1

deliver clients the peace of mind and safety that they require. Some companies have done an

2

excellent job identifying their strengths and have focused on specific sectors of the marketplace

3

while others take a broader approach in regard to Business Development.

4

It is extremely hard for users of physical security services, such as the Illumination

5

Foundation, to differentiate between different firms and such decisions need to be handled

6

with the utmost care. The state has not mandated a verifiable database that can verify a

7

company’s past performance and compliance. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate and

8

comprehend the firm’s approach, qualifications, team members, past performance, and an

9

evaluation of their systems.

10

My analysis aims to evaluate all aspects of guard services contractors engaged to provide

11

guard services to the Laguna Hills Inn by the County of Orange’s and the Illumination Foundation’s

12

approach to safety and security at this site..

13

5. Post Order Analysis

14

Successful Guard Service Providers are able to develop clear and concise Post Orders as the

15

foundation of the overall security program at a specific site. Post Orders serve as a guard reference

16

point for all security issues that can arise at the site. They are intended to provide guards with clear

17

concise information about their duties, responsibilities, and also serve as a reference point for all the

18

security issues they will encounter and how they are expected to react to these issues.

19

Post Orders are the link between the Guard Service Provider’s client and their employees.

20

Typically, senior management from the Guard Service Providers operations team will consult the

21

client’s management team to get a detailed understanding of the client’s physical security needs.

22

Post Orders generally consist of the following:

23

Clear description of Client’s Physical Security Needs

24

Clear description of the guard’s duties & responsibilities:

25

Patrols

26

Patrol procedures

27

Map of the areas that need to be patrolled

28

Times of each patrols

4
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Reporting Procedures Daily Activity Reports

2

Incident Reporting

3

Clearly marked checkpoints and objectives

4

Clear description of what the guards are to look out for and what events must be

5

recorded or passed down to management.

6

Outline of each activity that guard is expected to conduct during his shift.

7

Guidelines and training material for how to conduct those activities.

8

Hours, shifts,

9

Shift Change & Handover procedures

10

Hierarchy (Client’s team, Internal Team of Guards, & Guard Service Providers

11

Management Team)

12

Point of Contact & Contact Procedures

13

Backend & Customer Support information

14

Develop transparent systems so the client's management team and Guard Service

15

Provider’s management team can clearly monitor the implementation of the post orders.

16

Proper training procedures in place to train all team members who are to be assigned to

17

that site. This consists of offsite training usually conducted at Guard Service Provider's

18

office along with onsite training at the specific site.

19

Recruitment of Competent Guards who are able to implement the post orders accurately

20

Monitoring & Evaluation by Guard Service Provider’s supervisors and back end support

21

team to monitor guard’s activity to ensure the correct implementation of the post orders.

22

A. Analysis of Current Post Orders For Guard Service Of The Laguna Hills Inn

23

1. Security Coverage

24

The post orders call for 4 security officers on site 24 hours per day to be stationed on site.

25

However, the post orders fall below the standard of care and lack sufficient details about the

26

hours of each shift, shift change & handover procedures. This information is vital to make sure

27

all parties are on the same page. Furthermore, there must be an understanding if the service will be

28

implemented in three 8-Hourshifts, two 12-Hour shifts, or Four 6-Hour shifts. Shift changes are

5
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1

usually strategically during times of low activity however those times have not been addressed

2

in the post orders.

3

2. Hierarchy & Points of Contact

4

The Post orders also fall below the applicable standard of care as they lack any point

5

of contact for either the Guard Service Provider or the Illumination Foundation. There is no

6

guidance whatsoever in regards who the guards or the client is supposed to contact during the

7

implementation of service.

8
9
10
11
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12
13

The post orders are deficient because they do not advise who guards are supposed to contact
when they are calling off from their shift.
The post orders are deficient because they do not provide the number the client needs
to call in case of a call out, emergency, complaint, or incident. .
The post orders do not instruct on when the security guard is to call his/her superior for
guidance as opposed to directly contacting local authority.

14

Furthermore, when multiple guards are assigned to a site it is standard practice to develop

15

a hierarchy among the team of guards assigned to these sites. For an account consisting of 4

16

guards at all times, it is my opinion that there needs to be a Post Commander & Supervisor position

17

assigned to each shift. Hierarchy should look like this:

18

Post Commander => Security Supervisor => Security Officer’s 1 & 2

19

Post Commanders would provide a central point of contact for both the Client and Security

20
21
22

supervisor ensures some level of supervision is being conducted at all times.
However, the Post Orders for the Laguna Hills Inn site contain no description of
hierarchy.

23

3. Post Order Ambiguity

24

Often guard Service Providers set themselves, their guards, and their client’s up for failure

25

when they leave ambiguity in their post orders. The following ambiguities exist in the subject

26

post orders . These ambiguities will, in my professional opinion result in failure of the security

27

at the site, and both the Guard Service Provider & The Illumination Foundation must address

28

and clarify these ambiguities in writing prior to moving any further. The post orders fall well

6
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1

below the applicable standard of care as the following ambiguities and issues have not been

2

properly addressed:

3

a. There is no set Entry time for the individuals set to use the facility. This

4

procedure needs to clearly determine how many different posts are needed for this site. There is no

5

instruction that male and female guards must be on site at all times to conduct searches. (Male

6

guards are instructed not to perform searches of female residents, and female guards are

7

instructed not to perform searches of male residents, however there is nothing in the orders

8

that a proper proportion of male to female guards will be on site at all times. There is nothing

9

in the post orders instructing that guards will have advanced warning to what time new guests

10

are coming in or what type of procedures need to take place to have the security team prepared

11

for their arrival.

12

b. The Post Orders call for a search of the guests’ legs and arms by patting them

13

down with gloved hands. The post orders also ask the guards to “never place hands on a client’s

14

private area”. The Post Orders do not instruct the security officers to pat down the individual’s

15

back, stomach area, or belt-line. This is a serious omission as inadequate searches of poses a

16

great risk to other guests, the security officers, and the client. One of the main objectives a

17

Guard Service Provider must achieve when securing shelters is to maintain a weapons free

18

environment.

19
20
21

c. There is no instruction as to where the Security Checkpoint is located. A Map
is definitely necessary but not provided.
`

d. The post orders are deficient as they fail to identify any posts where guards

22

are to be assigned during their shift. It does mention a “main post” but does not provide any

23

further details. The standard of care requires that each position or post be clearly established, and

24

different post orders are identified for each position.

25

e. The Post Orders state that PPE equipment will be provided to all security staff

26

members. However, there is no information about how to correctly use the PPE equipment to

27

prevent exposure and contamination. The use of PPE equipment requires accurate training to

28

prevent accidental contamination. For example, when wearing gloves while searching an individual

7
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1

it is imperative that the guard does not make any contact with his personal items like Radios,

2

Cellphone, notepad, pens, or other personal items. Furthermore, proper procedures must be

3

implemented to be on when and how to change PPE equipment throughout the Security Officer’s

4

shift.

5
6
7
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8

f. There is no instruction as to when “quiet time” ends. The Post Orders state it starts
at 10:00 pm but does not state what time it ends.
g. There is no instruction as to when the facility manager or the site lead will be
on site. In addition, the facility manager and “site lead” have not been identified.

9

h. There are no instructions as to proper procedures when a guard conducts a no-call

10

& no-show to the site. Security officers are not instructed on how to respond when one or two of

11

the scheduled officers do not show up to their shifts.

12

i.. Random searches are authorized during the “non quiet” time hours however there

13

is no information provided on how to conduct a random search or what actions validate a

14

random search. There is no information provided on what the random search is to look for

15

and no instruction on how to deal with the resident occupant of the room when a random

16

search is to be conducted.

17

j. Participants' user agreement states that the guests are agreeing to not come out of

18

their rooms without prior approval from the representatives of the illumination foundation. There

19

is no mention in the post orders that all patients have agreed to not leave their rooms without

20

prior approval or how a security guard will know if prior approval has been given or denied.

21

k. There are no instructions as to how are lunch, breakfast, and dinner breaks will be

22

conducted at this site. There is no instruction that a relief guard must be available to ensure all

23

positions are covered during breaks.

24

4. Patrols & Patrol Routes

25

The Post Orders call for patrols to be performed by the Security Officers assigned to the site.

26

The Post Orders fall below the applicable standard of care as they give limited guidance calling

27

for “rounds throughout the facility including the grounds and parking” guards are required

28

8
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1

to sign a physical log that they have completed their patrol. The guidance is below the standard

2

of care.

3

It has become an industry standard to use digital technology to ensure that guards are

4

patrolling areas of the property that need to be patrolled. There is numerous software in the current

5

marketplace that most Security Service Providers utilize that provide transparent real time patrol

6

information. QR-codes can be set up throughout the property at different checkpoints to ensure all

7

guards are conducting their rounds. These post orders fall below the applicable standard of care

8

as they fail to identify which specific areas need to be patrolled, what they are supposed to

9

look for on their patrols, how they are supposed to address an incident etc. In my opinion these

10

patrols and logs will not offer any value in regard to the overall security of this site. There is

11

no clear objective and direction provided for the security officer, rather it heavily relies on

12

guards using their previous experience and hoping they make the right decisions; but hope is

13

not a strategy or a proper management tool. The applicable standard of care requires that the post

14

orders give specific detailed instruction as to all of these points. The post orders for this operation

15

do not meet the applicable standard of care.

16

5. Physical Layout

17

The structure of the site itself plays a huge role in the rapid spreading of the virus rather than

18

containing it. The building in and of itself is a risk factor to consider as there are no indoor

19

corridors, all units lead to an exterior balcony and/or corridor, or to the ground floor where

20

the parking lot is.

21

Each floor consists of exterior stairs as well as a single elevator. For a facility with these

22

many entrances and exit points in the open air, four security guards will not be sufficient nor

23

effective as they will be unable to create and maintain a secure environment.

24

The security guards are also not properly instructed in regard to what they are

25

supposed to do if they see someone abusing drugs and alcohol, or exiting the premises. Despite

26

having signed an agreement to the terms of staying within the hotel, the security guards cannot

27

physically stop residents from leaving the premises because the stay is voluntary . The security

28

guards are instructed to write reports of unusual circumstances observed, in an updated log, but

9
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1

keeping a log does not protect innocent bystanders if a patient were to leave the premises. And

2

there is nothing to give guidance as to what an “unusual circumstance” may be. As such

3

security as described by the material form the Illumination Foundation falls well below the

4

standard of care required for this location.

5

The pictures of the property contained in my written report which is attached to this

6

declaration as Exhibit 2, and which depict the conditions of the site at the time the pictures were

7

taken, shows all 4 sides of the site is fully exposed as the site does not have any fencing or physical

8

barriers that will limit guests from leaving the site

9

Housing sick and infected transient individuals in an area that has so many different

10

entrances and exit points makes prevention of these individuals from leaving the site is not

11

feasible at such a location. Homeless people do not like to be constrained and are often suffering

12

from addictions along with emotional and mental disabilities that makes it difficult for them to

13

respect authority. The location in which this hotel stands is surrounded by other facilities,

14

placing everyone at a high risk due to the increasing level of traffic. The Dialysis Treatment

15

Center within the area serves patients who are already at high risk for catching the virus. The

16

Carl’s Jr. and Coco’s Restaurant across the street in a commercial center with other

17

restaurants serving takeout are prime attractions to the individuals occupying the site. They

18

are also prime attractions for the staff, nurses, and guards. The risk that these individuals

19

may carry and “shed” the virus in these high traffic locations is huge, and cannot be controlled

20

effectively under the security measures planned by the operators of the facility. In addition, the

21

hotel is located near an off ramp from the 5 freeway, for Lake Forest Drive and Avenida de la

22

Carlota. The proximity of the offramp to the freeway clearly creates a security risk that cannot

23

be mitigated that persons exposed to the residents who have tested positive for Covid 19 may

24

transfer the virus to others who may then enter the freeway and carry the virus throughout

25

southern California. The security plan adopted by the operators of the facility do not address

26

these risks at all, and therefore fall well below the applicable standard of care. There is no

27

way for the limited guard service to effectively provide security in a manner that will assure

28

the safety of the staff, the nurses, the residents of the planned shelter or members of the public.

10
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1

Simply put the planned security grossly falls below the applicable standard of care for

2

operation the shelter as planned by the County and the Illumination Foundation.

3

6. .Identifying and Managing Security & Safety Needs

4

In order to ensure that all stakeholders (Contractors, Vendors, Security & Staff, Guests, and

5

City Businesses & Residents) are considered when developing the Safety and Security plan for this

6

facility the approach to providing security at this location needs to be changed completely.

7

The current plan falls below the applicable standard of care for security and safety

8

requirements of the planned shelter.

9
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10

Developing a quality safety and security plan for a project like this requires the developers
of a security plan to fully understand the following:

11

A. Site Control & Safety Needs

12

To effectively Control the site and ensure the safety of all stakeholders the following needs

13

to be considered in developing a safety and security plan for the site.

14

1. Develop 24-hour security posts located at all 4 corners of the property. These 4

15

security officers need to be positioned at each corner of the property at all times to

16

ensure anyone leaving the site is accounted for immediately. These 4 Security officers

17

should never be patrolling or leaving their assigned areas without proper relief.

18

2. Establish a relief rover position (5th Security Officer) to ensure guards are able to take

19

their breaks

20

3. Have a male and female guard (6th & 7th Security Officer) on site at the inspection site

21

at all times to ensure their availability for guests coming into the facility and to conduct

22

room searches.

23

4. Have an actual peace officer on site or have clear procedures in place with the local

24

authorities to ensure all that choose to leave the facility without following the

25

transportation procedures are apprehended prior to exposing risk to the community.

26

The current security plan fails to address any of these requirements.

27

Community Need

28

11
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1

The security planners need to understand the needs of the local community. However, the

2

security planners failed to coordinate with the local community in development of a proper

3

security plan. During a time of so much uncertainty communities will be shocked to hear their

4

local hotel i being converted to COVID-19 homeless patient housing enters. This shock will further

5

be exemplified by inadequate and limited planning and inclusion of local stakeholders. This may

6

increase the fears of the local communities and trigger protests and unrest and a detailed plan is

7

required to deal with these incidents before they happen. There has been no plan to address any

8

of these security concerns at this location.
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9

B. Personnel (Staff, Vendor, & Guests) Safety & Security Needs

10

The needs and rights of personnel exposed to this facility needs to be taken into

11

consideration. All parties involved may be held liable in the future due to lack of planning,

12

coordination, training, and procedural guidelines. A proper security assessment must include

13

planning, coordination, training, and procedural guidelines to address the needs and rights of

14

staff, vendors, and guests. This has not been addressed by the persons intending to operate the

15

site.

16

C. Virus Containment Needs

17

We are living in an ever-changing environment with a virus that we still know very little

18

about. Serious planning, guidelines, and training needs to be provided to all parties involved prior

19

to launching such an operation. Homeless and transient individuals are some of the most stressed

20

and mentally drained individuals in our society. Dealing with individuals who have

21

encountered so much stress is not an easy thing for a security officer to do under normal

22

circumstances. Adding a contagious virus to this dynamic complicates things even more.

23

D. Security Officers Limited Legal Capabilities

24

A Security Officer’s main responsibility in the state of California can be defined by two

25

simple words “Observe & Report”. The state of California does provide security officers any of

26

the usual powers that peace officers have, rather they have the same enforcement powers of

27

regular community citizens. Legally, a Security Officer licensed by the state of California has

28

no authority to prevent a user of this facility from running out of the facility and mixing in

12
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with the local public. A security guard must respect the civil rights of the individuals under

2

supervision. The only thing a security officer can do is contact the local authorities and hope

3

they can find that individual within the community prior to infecting other individuals. Again,

4

hope is not a strategy or an effective management tool. The huge risk of spreading infection

5

greatly outweighs any advantages of having the limited security described by the operators of the

6

facility. The standard of care requires a much more robust security presence combined with

7

a highly trained and experienced team of guards and support to effectively protect the public

8

from the dangers inherent in the operation of the shelter at this site.

9

E. Security Officers Dealing with the Homeless & Transient

10

As a part of my profession, I am required to study and keep abreast of literature and studies

11

concerning the care and handling of homeless and persons with special needs and who are addicted.

12

Homeless advocacy groups report that about 80 percent of homeless people are mostly docile,

13

nonviolent and usually cooperative, while 20 percent can be predatorial, confrontational, violent,

14

and fight with other homeless people, bystanders, security officers, or even responding police. This

15

percentage of the homeless population are also more likely to steal merchandise, panhandle

16

aggressively to the point of a near-strong-arm robbery scenario, or vandalize and damage their

17

surroundings. I have personal firsthand experience observing and interacting with homeless and

18

special needs individuals dealing with addiction in an environment where security guard service is

19

employed. Based upon my own experience, I would say that the reports for homeless advocacy

20

groups are accurate.

21

Security officers must carefully differentiate which of these two populations they’re dealing

22

with and be ready to call police for the illegal activities they see during these encounters. They need

23

to constantly remind themselves not to touch these people or their belongings, which of course may

24

be all that they have, and to use space and distance as they assess mental health and substance abuse

25

concerns. Of course, not all mentally ill people are dangerous, but any “street” person or transient

26

who is a danger to himself or herself, or others, or gravely disabled, requires the security officers

27

to call police when faced with an incident. And while substance abusers can control their behavior

28

while under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or both, many cannot, and this requires that a security
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officer must call police to handle any incidents. There is nothing in the post orders, or in any of

2

the material provided that assures that the security company that has been contracted to

3

provide guard services has the experience or capability of properly handling any incidents

4

that may arise. Furthermore, there has been no showing that the intended residents who will

5

be occupying the hotel shelter will have been properly screened in advance to prevent violent,

6

mentally and emotionally challenged, or addicted individuals from staying at the shelter.

7

Security officers benefit from being assertively polite, consistent, vigilant, and patient with

8

the homeless people they encounter during their rounds in the facility they are guarding and

9

protecting. The role of a security officer with the homeless though is to note all interactions with the

10

homeless people in daily logs and incident reports, but they cannot physically stop them from

11

leaving the premise and infecting other areas in this situation. There is nothing in any of the

12

materials I have provided that establishes that the guard service contracted to provide security
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at the site has the training, skill or experience to handle any incidents that may take place.
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F. Today’s Security Industry

15

The security Industry is one of very few sectors of our economy that has seen an overall

16

increase in demand due to COVID-19. Although there have been significant decreases for security

17

usage linked to the hospitality industry, other industries have increased usage significantly.

18

Currently the overall demand exceeds the current supply of guards in the marketplace. The Bureau

19

of Security & Investigative Services has pledged to expedite new security officer applications in

20

response to this increased demand.

21

With that being said the overall quality of service has dropped and will continue to

22

drop due to limited resources, limited office staff, limited customer service individuals, and

23

team members working remotely. Hiring new team members and conducting interviews in

24

this COVID-19 Environment has also contributed to the limited supply of qualified personnel.

25

Security Service users have to understand that those security officers that have been trained to work

26

in a medical environment are very limited in the marketplace. As a private patrol operator, myself,

27

I have declined to provide service to medical facilities because I know in the current environment I

28

cannot guarantee the quality of new team members. Furthermore, placing our team members in a
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all level of staff in the operations team.
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a safe and crime free environment.
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addressed in a timely manner.
● Provide management with the necessary resources to maintain a positive, professional
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laws, regulations, policies and procedures.
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Background
Secure Guard Security Services has been retained by ROLLMOP to provide an analysis of the
current safety and security plan proposed for the Laguna Hills site of Project Room Key. The
proposed site is the Laguna Hills Inn at the Irvine Spectrum located at 23061 Avenida De La
Carlota, Laguna Hills Ca 92653.
The County has contracted a homeless shelter operator by the name of Illumination Foundation
to manage and operate this site for an estimated duration of 3 months. The Illumination
Foundation has retained the services of Private Patrol Operator named Protection America
(Operating out of Granada Hills Ca) to provide a Safety & Security Plan to ensure that the site is
secure and safety of the staff, guests, and local community is protected. This analysis will
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asses the proposed Safety & Security Plan against standard industry operating procedures
along with assessing the plan with the current COVID-19 security environment.

Introduction
Outsourced Physical Security Service is a 23 billion dollar a year industry with over 8,000
companies operating throughout the United States. More than 50% of the marketplace is
operated by the top 3 companies (Allied Universal, Securitas, & G4S). Companies are usually
fall under these classifications:
National Companies - Operating in all Major Metropolitan areas of the United States.
Regional Companies - Operating in one state or a part of a large state
Mom & Pop Companies - Smaller companies with limited capacity, experience, and industry
knowledge.
In the current marketplace Guard Service Providers have many tools at their disposal to
implement effective and transparent site security plans. Each company derives its own mix of
systems backed by the latest technology, operational guidelines and procedures, and personnel
to deliver clients the peace of mind and safety that they require. Some companies have done
an excellent job identifying their strengths and have focused on specific sectors of the
marketplace while others take a more broader approach in regards to Business Development.
It is extremely hard for users of physical security services to differentiate between different firms
and such decisions need to be handled with the utmost care. The state has not mandated a
verifiable database that can verify a companies past performance and compliance. Therefore it
is highly advisable to evaluate and comprehend the firms approach, qualifications, team
members, past performance, and an evaluation of their systems. This analysis aims to evaluate
all aspects of contractors approach to safety and security at this site.

1.0 Post Order Analysis
Successful Guard Service Providers are able to develop clear and concise Post Orders as the
foundation of the overall security program at a specific site. Post Orders serve as a guard
reference point for all security issues that can arise at the site. They are intended to provide
guards with clear concise information about their duties, responsibilities, and also serve as a
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reference point for all the security issues they will encounter and how they are expected to react
to these issues.
Post Orders are the link between the Guard Service Provider’s client and their employees.
Typically senior management from the Guard Service Providers operations team will consult the
clients management team to get a detailed understanding of the client’s physical security
needs.
Post Orders generally consist of the following:
Clear description of Client’s Physical Security Needs
Clear description of the guards duties & responsibilities:
Patrols
Patrol procedures
Map of the areas that need to be patrolled
Times of each patrols
Reporting Procedures Daily Activity Reports
Incident Reporting
Clearly marked checkpoints and objectives
Clear description of what the guards are to look out for and what events must be
recorded or passed down to management.
Outline of each activity that guard is expected to conduct during his shift.
Guidelines and training material for how to conduct those activities.
Hours, shifts,
Shift Change & Handover procedures
Hierarchy (Client’s team, Internal Team of Guards, & Guard Service Providers
Management Team)
Point of Contact & Contact Procedures
Backend & Customer Support information
Develop transparent systems so the client's management team and Guard Service
Provider’s management team can clearly monitor the implementation of the post orders.
Proper training procedures in place to train all team members who are to be assigned to
that site. This consists of off site training usually conducted at Guard Service Provider's
office along with on site training at the specific site.
Recruitment of Competent Guards who are able to implement the post orders accurately
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Monitoring & Evaluation by Guard Service Provider’s supervisors and back end support
team to monitor guards activity to ensure the correct implementation of the post orders.

Analysis of Current Post Orders
Security Coverage
The post order calls for 4 security officers on site 24 hours per day to be stationed on site.
However the post orders lack further details about the hours of each shift, shift change &
handover procedures. This information may be vital to make sure all parties are on the same
page. Furthermore it is worth understanding if the service will be implemented in three 8-Hour
shifts, two 12-Hour shifts, or Four 6-Hour shifts. Shift changes are usually strategically during
times of low activity however those times have not been addressed.
Hierarchy & Points of Contact
The Post orders lack any point of contact for either the Guard Service Provider or the
Illumination Foundation. There is no guidance whatsoever in regards who the guards or the
client is supposed to contact during the implementation of service.
Who are the guards supposed to contact when they are calling off from their shift ?
What number does the client need to call in case of a call out, emergency, complaint, etc. ?
When do I call my superior for guidance as opposed to calling the local authority.
Furthermore when multiple guards are assigned to a site it is highly advised and standard
practice to develop a hierarchy among the team of guards assigned to these sites. For an
account consisting of 4 guards at all times, it is my opinion that there needs to be a Post
Commander & Supervisor position assigned to each shift. Hierarchy would look like:
Post Commander => Security Supervisor => Security Officer’s 1 & 2
Post Commanders would provide a central point of contact for both the Client and Security
supervisor ensures some level of supervision is being conducted at all times.
Post Order Ambiguity
Often guard Service Providers set themselves, their guards, and their client’s up for failure when
they leave ambiguity in their post orders. The following issues definitely need to discussed and
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clarified with both the Guard Service Provider & The Illumination Foundation prior to moving any
further:
1. Is there a set Entry time for the individuals set to use this facility ? This procedure needs to
clearly determine how many different posts are needed for this site. Are a male and female
guard required to be at the entry at all times to conduct searches ? Will the guards have
advanced warning to what time new guests are coming in ? If so what type of procedures
need to take place to have the security team prepared for their arrival.
2. Will a female guard be available at each shift since only male are to be searched by male
guards and females are to be searched by female guards ?
3. The Post Orders call for a search of the guests legs and arms by patting them down with
gloved hands. The post orders also asks the guards to “never place hands on a client’s
private area”. The Post Orders does not ask the security officers to pat down the
individual’s back, stomach area, or belt-line. This is a serious omission as inadequate
searches of can pose a great risk to other guests, the security officers, and the client. One
of the main objectives a Guard Service Provider must achieve when securing shelters is to
maintain a weapons free environment.
4. Where is the Security Checkpoint area ? Map would definitely help.
5. Post orders fail to identify any posts where guards are to be assigned during their shift. It
does mention a “main post” but does not provide any further details. It is my
recommendation that each position or post be clearly established and different post orders
are identified for each position.
6. The Post Orders identify PPE equipment will be provided to all security staff members.
However there is no information about how to correctly use the PPE equipment to prevent
exposure and contamination. The use of PPE equipment requires accurate training to
prevent accidental contamination. For example when wearing gloves while searching an
individual it is imperative that the guard does not make any contact with his personal items
like Radios, Cellphone, notepad, pens, or other personal items. Furthermore proper
procedures need to be developed on when and how to change PPE equipment throughout
the Security Officer’s shift.
7. What are the hours of “quiet time” the Post Orders state it starts at 10:00 pm and does not
what time it ends.
8. What are the hours when the facility manager or the site lead will be on site ?
9. What are the procedures when a guard conducts a no-call & no-show to the site ? How are
security officers supposed to react when one or two of the scheduled officers do not show
up to their shifts ?
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10. Random searches are authorized during the non quiet time hours however there is no
information provided on how to conduct a random search or what actions validate a random
search.
11. Participants' user agreement states that the guests are agreeing to not come out of their
rooms without prior approval from the representatives of the illumination foundation. There
is no mention in the post orders that all patients have agreed to not leave their rooms
without prior approval.
12. How are lunch breaks taken at this site ? Will a relief guard be available to ensure all
positions are covered during breaks ?
Patrols & Patrol Routes
The Post Orders call for Patrols to be performed by the Security Officers assigned to the site.
The Post Orders gives limited guidance calling for “rounds throughout the facility including the
grounds and parking” guards are required to sign a physical log that they have completed their
patrol.
It has become an industry standard to use digital technology to ensure that guards are patrolling
areas of the property that need to be patrolled. There are numerous software in the current
marketplace that most Security Service Providers utilize that provide transparent real time patrol
information. QR-codes can be set up throughout the property at different checkpoints to ensure
all guards are conducting their rounds. These post orders fail to identify which specific areas
need to be patrolled, what they are supposed to look for on their patrols, how they are supposed
to address an incident etc. In my opinion these patrols and logs will not offer any value in
regards to the overall security of this site. There is no clear objective and direction provided for
the security officer, rather it heavily relies on guards using their previous experience and hoping
they make the right decisions

2.0 Physical Layout
The structure of the site itself plays a huge role in the rapidly spreading the virus rather than
containing it. The building in itself is a risk factor to consider as there are no indoor corridors, all
units lead to an exterior balcony and/or corridor, or to the ground floor where the parking lot is.
Each floor consists of exterior stairs as well as a single elevator. For a facility with these many
entrance and exit points in the open air, four security guards will not be sufficient nor effective as
they will be unable to create and maintain a secure environment.
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The security guards are also not properly instructed in regards to what they are supposed to do
if they see someone abusing drugs and alcohol, or exiting the premises. Despite having signed
an agreement to the terms of staying within the hotel, the security guards cannot physically stop
them from leaving the premises because the stay is voluntary . The security guards are
instructed to uphold an updated log, but keeping a log does not protect innocent bystanders if a
patient were to leave the premises.
Below pictures of the site shows all 4 sides of the site is fully exposed as the site does not have
any fencing or physical barriers that will limit guests from leaving the site
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Housing sick and possibly infected homeless people in an area that has so many different
entrance and exit points is difficult and not feasible at such a location. Homeless people do not
like to be constrained and are often suffering from addictions along with emotional and mental
disabilities that makes it difficult for them to respect authority.
The location in which this hotel stands is surrounded by other facilities, placing everyone at a
high risk due to the increasing level of traffic. The Dialysis Treatment Center within the area
carries patients who are already at high risk for catching the virus. The Carl’s Jr. and Coco’s
Restaurant across the street is a commercial center with other restaurants serving takeout. In
addition, the hotel is located near an off ramp for Lake Forest Drive and Avenida de la Corlota,
which means that the heavy vehicle traffic can be expected. A sick patient in the hotel could
expose and infect someone coming off the freeway visiting a nearby facility, restaurant or
business thus causing the virus to spread even further as they get back onto the freeway and
drive over to different destinations across the Southern California region.

3.0 Identifying Security & Safety Need
In order to ensure that all stakeholders (Contractors, Vendors, Security & Staff, Guests, and City
Businesses & Residents) are considered when developing the Safety and Security plan for this
facility the approach needs to be changed completely.
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Developing a quality safety and security plan for a project like this requires the developers to
fully understand the following:
A. Site Control & Safety Needs
To effectively Control the site and ensure the safety of all stakeholders the following
needs to be considered in developing a safety and security plan for the site.
1. Develop 24 hour security posts located at all 4 corners of the property. These 4
security officers need to be positioned at each corner of the property at all times to
ensure anyone leaving the site is accounted for immediately. These 4 Security officers
should never be patrolling or leaving their assigned areas without proper relief.
2. Establish a relief rover position (5th Security Officer) to ensure guards are able to take
their breaks
3. Have a male and female guard (6th & 7th Security Officer) on site at the inspection site
at all times to ensure their availability for guests coming into the facility and to conduct
room searches.
4. Have an actual peace officer on site or have clear procedures in place with the local
authorities to ensure all that choose to leave the facility without following the
transportation procedures are apprehended prior to exposing risk to the community.
B. Community Need
Understand the need of the local community, during a time of so much uncertainty
communities will be shocked to hear their local hotels or motels are being converted to
COVID-19 homeless patient housing centers. This shock will further be exemplified by
inadequate and limited planning and inclusion of local stakeholders. This may increase the
fears of the local communities and trigger protests and unrest.
C. Personel (Staff, Vendor, & Guests) Safety & Security Needs
The needs and rights of personnel exposed to this facility needs to be taken into
consideration. All parties involved may be held liable in the future due to lack of planning,
coordination, training, and procedural guidelines.
D. Virus Containment Needs
We are living in an ever changing environment with a virus that we still know very little
about. Serious and training needs to be provided to all parties involved prior to launching
such an operation. Homeless and transient individuals are some of the most stressed and
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mentally drained individuals in our society.
Dealing with individuals who have
encountered so much stress is not an easy thing for a security officer to do under normal
circumstances. Adding a contagious virus to this dynamic complicates things even more.

4.0 Security Officers Legal Capabilities
A Security Officer main responsibility in the state of California can be defined by two simple
words “Observe & Report”. The state of California does provide security officers any of the
usual powers that peace officers have, rather they have the same enforcement powers of
regular community citizens. Legally, a Security Officer licensed by the state of California has no
authority to prevent a user of this facility from running out of the facility and mixing in with the
local public. The only thing a security officer can do is contact the local authorities and hope
they can find that individual within the community prior to infecting other individuals.

5.0 Security Officers Dealing with the Homeless & Transient
Homeless advocacy groups suggest that about 80 percent of homeless people are mostly
docile, nonviolent and usually cooperative, while 20 percent can be predatorial, confrontational,
violent, and fight with other homeless people, bystanders, security officers, or even responding
police. This percentage of the homeless population are also more likely to steal merchandise,
panhandle aggressively to the point of a near-strong-arm robbery scenario, or vandalize and
damage their surroundings.
Security officers need to carefully differentiate which of these two populations they’re dealing
with and be ready to call police for the illegal activities they see during these encounters. They
need to constantly remind themselves not to touch these people or their belongings, which of
course may be all that they have, and to use space and distance as they assess mental health
and substance abuse concerns. Of course, not all mentally ill people are dangerous, but any
street person who is a danger to himself or herself, or others, or gravely disabled, should
require security officers to call police. And while substance abusers can control their behavior
while under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or both, many cannot, and this should require a
police call as well.
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Security officers benefit from being assertively polite, consistent, vigilant, and patient with the
homeless people they encounter during their rounds in the facility they are guarding and
protecting. The role of a security officer with the homeless though is to note all interactions with
the homeless people is daily logs and incident reports, but they cannot physically stop them
from leaving the premise and infecting other areas in this situation.

6.0 Today’s Security Industry
The security Industry is one of very few sectors of our economy that has seen an overall
increase in demand due to COVID-19. Although there have been significant decreases for
security usage linked to the hospitality industry, other industries have increased
usage.significantly. Currently the overall demand exceeds the current supply of guards in the
marketplace. The Bureau of Security & Investigative Services has pledged to expedite new
security officer applications in response to this increased demand.
With that being said the overall quality of service will also drop due to limited resources, limited
office staff, limited customer service individuals, and team members working remotely. Hiring
new team members and conducting interviews in this COVID-19 Environment has also
contributed to the limited supply of qualified personnel. Security Service users have to
understand that those security officers that have been trained to work in a medical environment
are very limited in the marketplace. As a private patrol operator myself, I have declined to
provide service to medical facilities because I know in the current environment I can not
guarantee the quality of new team members. Furthermore, placing our team members in a high
risk of exposure account without proper training, equipment, and resources should be a criminal
offense.
However not all companies share this same ideology. Having a dedicated security team that is
competent and truly able to maintain a secure environment might be possible with the right
training, planning, and qualified individuals with weeks/months of preparation. However in the
current environment rushing a plan can have a major negative impact on the community.

7.0 Guard Service Provider (Protection America Inc)
On April 12, 2020 around 2:30 pm team members from Secure Guard Security Services went to
the proposed site to evaluate the site. Our team members noticed that the entire parking lot of
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the facility was vacant with a lone car parked in the middle of the parking lot. In the vehicle the
team members found a security officer from Protection America Inc. The guard positioned
herself in her vehicle and refused to come out of the vehicle to speak with the Secure Guard
Security Service team members. She informed the team members that another guard was
stationed inside the building however no other vehicles or guards were observed during the
teams duration at the site.

This company holds an active Private Patrol Operator License from the state of California. An
analysis of their website, social reviews, and other information available online does not
demonstrate any previous experience in working in the medical or hospitality sector.
Furthermore information on training, standard operating procedures, employee guidelines were
not available on their website.
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Below are some negative reviews posted by previous customers who have contracted this
guard service provider.
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Summary
Homeless and transient individuals have increasingly become part of the California community.
There is no question that they deserve proper medical care, those individuals that are exposed
need to be quarantined and practice self isolation for the overall benefit of the community.
However inadequate planning, and a poorly designed safety and security plan can lead to major
community exposure.
The state and federal agencies have encouraged healthcare facilities to cancel non essential
medical procedures and have asked community members not to come to the ER unless you
really need it. These precautions have been taken to limit unnecessary exposure to the virus
yet this plan endangers a very large community due to limited planning, training, and
guidelines.
In my opinion, if this plan is given a green light in its current form it is destined to fail. The
current security plan has been poorly planned and poses a significant threat to the local
community, the potential guests, and all contractors involved.

Thank you,

Ahmad Z. Hamidi
Senior Vice President
Secure Guard Security Services

